How we keep your child healthy at
Our Staff is well trained on universal precaution procedures and are held accountable to follow them:
• Frequent and thorough hand washing
• Elbow coughing
• Glove-up when dealing with any body fluids
• Stay home when sick
• Stay alert to the need to sanitize particular items and follow through quickly
• All exhibit areas (including countertops, tables, chairs, benches, etc..) and props are sanitized after closing
each and every day. Staff uses a safe solution to wipe down all hard surfaces in each exhibit: including cars,
signs, atm’s and individual props).
• Staff spot cleans surfaces with this same solution as needed during the day
• We have multiple hand sanitizers available throughout the museum so that our guests can wash their
hands upon entering the museum and exiting (and as many times during their stay as they please).
• We have two sanitation stations in our infant areas where wipes and sanitizers are readily available to
parents. We also have a dirty toy bin where parents and staff put toys that have been mouthed by a child so
that others do not use them until they are cleaned.
• Costumes are cleaned every 2 – 3 days. They are laundered using hot water and detergent. Between
washing all costumes are sprayed nightly with disinfecting solution.
• All plastic props are cleaned in our dishwashers every 2 – 3 days using hot water and steam drying. Those
props that can not withstand this treatment are placed in a mesh bag and dipped into a disinfecting solution
and air dried.
Your child’s health and wellbeing is of the greatest concern to us at Pretend City. We feel confident that the
regular processes we follow in order to protect your child from undue exposure to germs, provides a
measure of safety that is typically not found in most public places. We are dedicated to keeping Pretend City
a safe place for children to learn and grow.

For more information please visit our website at www.pretendcity.org

